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African human rights courts, in 58
margin of appreciation 58
European human rights courts, in 56
Inter-American human rights courts, in 57–8
margin of appreciation 56–7
jurisdictional overlaps, and 308–9

Third World judges 181–2
jurisprudential contributions of 188, 200
see also under names of judges individually
Tokyo Tribunal, see International Military Tribunal for the Far East

treaties
of Westphalia 3
post-First World War 8–9
Neuilly-sur-Seine 9
Sèvres 10
Versailles 8
see also under names of treaties individually
Treaty Establishing the European Community
art 292 255, 265
treaty interpretation 4, 21, 59–66, 91, 119, 135, 138–9, 249, 468–9
autonomous terms 64
European Court of Human Rights 60–61
common ground 62, 63–4
ratification and 62–3
exclusive jurisdiction clauses 265
Inter-American Court of Human Rights 61–2
living instrument 62

see also European Court of Human Rights; Inter-American Court of Human Rights
Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union,
art 344 265
Trendafilova, Judge Ekaterina
Muthaura et al., case 165

tribunals
access to see access
ad hoc 20, 79, 120, 154, 161–2
jurisprudential contributions 163, 206
administrative 18, 21
advisory opinions 15, 22, 53, 139, 141
applying international law 13
arbitral 4–5
binding decisions 15–16
calls for new 454
/courts lacking distinction 17–18
categories of 18
creating 14
criminal see international criminal courts/tribunals
defining 12–13, 344–6
functions of see functions
hybrid 14, 424
inter-governmental organizations creating 13–14
investment arbitration see investment arbitration
legitimacy
constitutive 229–34
perceived 229
procedural 235–8
military see military tribunals
/national tribunals distinction 34
proliferation of see proliferation
proposals for 6–7, 8–10
temporary 5, 12–13, 20
terminating 14–15
see also under names of tribunals individually
Trinidade, Judge Antônio Augusto de Cançado 27
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Accordance with International Law of the Unilateral Declaration of Independence in Respect of Kosovo separate opinion 199
Ahmadou Sadio Diallo separate opinion 199
Jurisdictional Immunities of the State dissenting opinion 199–200
Tulkens, Judge Françoise 167–9
Gäfgen v Germany 168–9
N v United Kingdom 169
Şahin v Turkey 168

UN see United Nations
UNAT see United Nations Administrative Tribunal
UNCLOS see United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea
United Nations 11
Administrative Tribunal 13, 21
Charter see United Nations Charter
Commission on Human Rights 22
Commission on International Trade Law 197, 329, 330
Committee against Torture 207
Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights 207
Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination Against Women 207
Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination 207
Committee on the Rights of the Child 207
General Assembly 13
Resolution 377(V) 45
Resolution 498(V) 45
Resolution 2675 217
Resolution 3314 47
Human Rights Committee 16, 32, 207
Human Rights Council 16
hybrid tribunals, establishing 14
International Court of Justice see International Court of Justice
Security Council 13
International Court of Justice complementarity 44, 45–6
maintenance of international peace and security 39, 44–5
political nature of 45
treaty bodies 207
Universal Periodic Review 16
United Nations Administrative Tribunal 13, 21
United Nations Charter 13, 60
art 2(3) 44
art 2(4) 38, 44, 46, 281
art 25 45, 46
art 36 44
art 51 39, 48
art 94(2) 276–7
chapter VII 43
Annex VII, arts 280–82 266
Universal Charter of the Judge 385
Universal Declaration on Human Rights 23, 60, 221
art 7 34
not binding 15
Uşacka, Judge Anita
Bashir case 158–9
Lubanga case 159–60
use of force 39
armed attack 46
armed conflict see armed conflict
customary international corpus juris on 40–41
International Court of Justice threshold 48–9
interventions
judging 44–6
prohibited 48
self-defence, in 41, 46
unilateral, prohibition on 41–4, 46, 49
United Nations Security Council monopoly on authorized 44
see also International Court of Justice; self-defence
Van den Wyngaert, Judge Christine 23–4
Vaz, Judge Andresia
Gacumbitsi case 162–3
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Vienna Convention on Consular Relations 19
art 36(1)(b) 320–21
Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties 61
art 31 60–61, 138, 468–9
(c) 334
(3)(c) 62, 333, 334
art 32 60–61

war crimes 60, 86
aiding and abetting 96–8
Control Council Law no 10 85, 86, 102, 106, 111–12, 120
/crimes against humanity nexus 102
discharging 106
International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda judgments 90–91
International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia judgments 88–90, 92
killing of hostages 86–7
post-Second World War jurisprudence 86–8, 120
Nuremberg Tribunal jurisdiction over 85
Weeramantry, Judge Christopher 196–7
East Timor dissenting opinion 196
Gabčíkovo-Nagymaros separate opinion 197
Legality of the Threat or Use of Nuclear Weapons dissenting opinion 196
Vice President of International Court of Justice 196
Wilhelm II
prosecution of 8
Wolfram, Judge Rüdiger 175

women judges 24, 143–5, 179–80
gender issues, on 164–5
International Court of Justice and
146–53
international courts/tribunals and 176–9
criminal 153–65
numbers of 143, 154
regional human rights courts and 166–72, 178–9
sexual violence jurisprudence 161–4
tribunals and 172–6
underrepresentation
human rights courts, in 166
tribunals, in 172–3
see also judiciary; under names of judges individually
World Trade Organization 134–9
Appellate Body 134–5
as inter-state judicial body 19
effectiveness 405
jurisprudence
non-discrimination obligations 135–8
principle of good faith 138–9
sustainable development 134–5
nature of case 134
Rules of Conduct for the
Understanding on Rules and Procedures Governing the Settlement of Disputes 385
see also economic law
WTO see World Trade Organization

Yusuf, Judge Abdulqawi Ahmed
Jurisdictional Immunities of the State
case 198